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Summary
Curative radiotherapy, with or without concurrent chemotherapy, is recognized as a standard treatment option for muscle-invasive bladder cancer. It is
commonly used for two distinct groups of patients: either for those medically
unﬁt for surgery, or as part of a ‘bladder preserving’ management plan
incorporating the possibility of salvage cystectomy. However, in both situations, the approach to radiotherapy varies widely around the world. The
Australian and New Zealand Faculty of Radiation Oncology Genito-Urinary
Group recognised a need to develop consistent, evidence-based guidelines for
patient selection and radiotherapy technique in the delivery of curative radiotherapy. Following a workshop convened in May 2009, a working party
collated opinions and conducted a wide literature appraisal linking each
recommendation with the best available evidence. This process was subject to
ongoing re-presentation to the Faculty of Radiation Oncology Genito-Urinary
Group members prior to ﬁnal endorsement. These Guidelines include patient
selection, radiation target delineation, dose and fractionation schedules,
normal tissue constraints and investigational techniques. Particular emphasis
is given to the rationale for the target volumes described. These Guidelines
provide a consensus-based framework for the delivery of curative radiotherapy for muscle-invasive bladder cancer. Widespread input from radiation
oncologists treating bladder cancer ensures that these techniques are feasible
in practice. We recommend these Guidelines be adopted widely in order to
encourage a uniformly high standard of radiotherapy in this setting, and to
allow for better comparison of outcomes.
Key words: chemoradiotherapy; consensus guideline; contouring guideline;
muscle invasive bladder cancer; radiotherapy.

Introduction
The curative management of muscle-invasive bladder
cancer (MIBC) involves either radical cystectomy or
‘radical’ radiotherapy (RT), i.e. treatment given with
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curative intent, with or without synchronous chemotherapy. Traditionally, in many countries, including Australia and New Zealand, radical cystectomy has been the
most common treatment for localised carcinoma of the
bladder and provides excellent local control.1–3 Often
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patients referred for RT are elderly and/or medically unﬁt
for surgical management. This selection bias coupled
with historically poor RT technique led to the widely held
view that RT was inferior to cystectomy.4–12 More
recently, however, there has been increasing evidence
that RT gives comparable survival rates with those
reported in surgical series.13
Increasingly, chemo-radiotherapy (CRT) is being utilised in the bladder-preserving approach to treatment
of localised MIBC. In the only published randomised
trial comparing RT alone with CRT, investigators
showed that the addition of synchronous cisplatin
improved local control.14 An abstract report from
another study, the BC2001 trial, comparing RT alone
with CRT using mitomycin C and 5FU chemotherapy
showed that CRT signiﬁcantly improved loco-regional
disease-free survival.15 Several prospective, single-arm
Phase 2 studies have also shown excellent complete
response (CR) rates, local control and overall survival
with CRT.16–26 Cisplatin-based concurrent regimens are
most commonly used, are well tolerated and provide
overall survival ﬁgures comparable with surgical
series.20,21 The major advantage of this approach is
that it allows 40–60% of patients to retain a functional
bladder at 5 years. Patients undergoing bladder conservation report better overall quality of life, improved
urinary tract function and signiﬁcantly less sexual morbidity compared with patients having initial cystectomy.27,28 It is important that vigilant, multidisciplinary
follow-up is conducted to ensure that local recurrences
are detected and treated early in order that survival is
not compromised.
While CRT is slowly becoming more accepted as an
alternative curative treatment option for MIBC, the published protocols for this general approach vary widely.
For this reason, it seemed desirable to establish Australia
and New Zealand guidelines to promote consistency in
the selection and management of these patients. The
aims of this report are: (i) to highlight factors pertaining
to patient selection and suitability for this approach; and
(ii) to make recommendations concerning optimal RT
technique for localised MIBC. These recommendations
are evidence based where possible. In addition, some
peer-reviewed literature reports relating to previous and
current research endeavours in bladder irradiation techniques are included for completeness and to suggest the
direction that technical advances may take. These guidelines have been developed through a consensus process
conducted by the Faculty of Radiation Oncology GenitoUrinary Group (FROGG).

Zealand guidelines for the delivery of conformal RT for
prostate cancer, both in the deﬁnitive and postprostatectomy settings.29–31
A workshop conducted by FROGG in May 2009 identiﬁed the need to develop evidence-based consensus
guidelines for the management of MIBC with RT. At this
meeting, participants discussed the Australia and New
Zealand practice of, and national study ﬁndings relating
to, the radiotherapeutic treatment of localised MIBC. The
FROGG executive charged a small working party with
collating opinions, seeking and critiquing further input
from FROGG members and distilling these into a guidelines document. This task involved a wide literature
appraisal, linking each recommendation with the best
available evidence, where this existed. The subsequent
process involved re-presentation of the guidelines to the
FROGG membership for ongoing reﬁnement, prior to
ﬁnal endorsement by the working group and FROGG
executive.
The literature review addressed the following topics:
factors inﬂuencing patient selection, radiation target
volume delineation, radiation dose and fractionation
scheduling and normal tissue constraints as well as
other technical and planning-related issues and initiatives. Studies identiﬁed through this process were categorised according to their level of evidence as deﬁned
by the National Health and Medical Research Council
(NHMRC) guidelines.32 The working party constructed
draft guidelines initially using the 2009 workshop presentation material and documented discussion. These
were then developed and reviewed during a series of
meetings as well as via RANZCR website publication
inviting ﬁnal comment, throughout 2009 and 2010.
Where a guideline was agreed upon in the absence of
published evidence, the level of evidence was classiﬁed
as ‘consensus’.
The resultant guideline summaries and recommendations are presented in table format within this paper. The
corresponding narrative (below) expands on the discussion around each guideline, in the order of presentation
in the related table. The numbering of text sections
correlates with those in the table for easy crossreferencing. The ﬁrst part of the Guidelines discussion
deals with patient assessment and selection (Table 1),
while the second relates to the technical aspects of RT
planning and delivery (Table 2).

Guideline development

There are two separate groups of patients in whom
‘curative’ RT for localised MIBC may be recommended. It
is important to distinguish these different patient
cohorts.
Patients who choose to undergo bladder-preserving
treatment, rather than immediate cystectomy, are by

FROGG is a sub-specialist interest group within the
Faculty of Radiation Oncology of the Royal Australia
and New Zealand College of Radiologists (RANZCR).
The group has previously published Australia and New

Guideline discussion
Patient assessment (refer to Table 1)
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Table 1. Factors to consider for curative (chemo)radiotherapy for muscle-invasive bladder cancer
Text section
1

2
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
3
3.1
3.2
3.3

Considerations and recommendations†
Patient factors
‘Reasonable’ life expectancy;
Performance status ECOG 0–2
Adequate pretreatment bladder function
Tumour factors
Tumour stage T2-T4a, N0 M0
Multiple invasive tumours-may have worse outcome
Hydronephrosis associated with poorer local control
CIS outside area of invasion
Treatment factors
Maximal resection tumour prior to radiotherapy optimal
Complete TURBT is ideal but not mandatory
Hb level >100–120 g/L (for radiotherapy)
Renal function adequate (for concurrent chemotherapy)

Reference

Level of evidence

Consensus
Consensus
Consensus

11,12,33
11,18,34
35–38

17,19,22,23
39,40

Consensus
IV
IV
IV
Consensus
III-3
IV
Consensus

†See associated text for further elaboration. CIS, carcinoma in situ; ECOG, Eastern Cooperative
Oncology Group; TURBT, transurethral resection of bladder tumour.

deﬁnition medically ﬁt enough to be potential candidates for surgery. In this group, there are several
selection criteria that need to be considered to ensure
suitability for the organ-conserving approach. These
factors are included in Table 1. Within this group, those
with a high risk of local recurrence (see section 2
below) and therefore likely to require salvage cystectomy may be advised to undergo radical cystectomy as
deﬁnitive treatment.
The second group of patients with ‘localised’ MIBC are
those who are either medically unﬁt and/or surgically
inoperable. For these patients, the factors listed in
Table 1 that are associated with a relatively higher risk
of recurrence may be a lesser consideration, as a radical
cystectomy is by deﬁnition not an option.
When assessing patients for a bladder-preserving
approach as an alternative to surgery, it is essential to
select the most suitable patients in order to minimise
inappropriate or futile therapy and to optimise the outcomes and quality of life for patients. Analogous to other
cancers treated with deﬁnitive RT, a histological diagnosis of deep muscle-invasive transitional cell carcinoma of
the bladder must be obtained prior to embarking on
treatment. Patients should have disease localised to the
bladder (and/or the immediate extra-vesical fat and/or
adjacent urethra), with no clinical evidence of lymph
node involvement or metastases.
The factors discussed below should be considered in
those with MIBC who undergo bladder-preserving
therapy. The evidence for the impact of these on local
recurrence comes from prospective phase 2 studies or
retrospective analyses of non-surgical (often RT-only)
series. At times, the literature evidence is limited. For
this reason, these factors may only represent relative
contraindications to an attempt at organ preservation.
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Clearly, the patient’s full understanding, preferences
and individual circumstances are central to decisionmaking.

1. Patient comorbidities
Patients undergoing a curative course of RT should have
a life expectancy such that the MIBC is a likely cause of
future morbidity or mortality. They should not have any
comorbidity that prevents them from completing a
course of RT. Patients with an Eastern Cooperative
Oncology Group performance status of 3 or 4 are best
counselled about a palliative approach to management.
Patients with poor baseline bladder capacity and signiﬁcant irritative symptoms are not ideal for curative RT.
Although there is no ﬁxed threshold, patients with a
capacity of around 200 mL or less,33 and/or those with
signiﬁcant ongoing incontinence, frequency and dysuria,
may be more appropriately managed by cystectomy and
urinary diversion. In these patients with pre-existing
bladder dysfunction, the post-RT bladder function and
quality of life may be impaired

2. Tumour factors
2.1 Stage
The disease should be fully staged with cystoscopy and
deep biopsies, a CT scan of the thorax, abdomen
and pelvis, and a whole body bone scan. Following a
transurethral resection of bladder tumour (TURBT),
patients must have histological evidence of muscleinvasive disease (T2a–T4), without nodal or distant
metastases.
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Table 2. Guidelines for planning and treatment of muscle-invasive bladder cancer with curative (chemo)radiotherapy
Text section
1

2
2.1

2.2
2.2.1

2.2.2

2.2.3

2.2.4

2.2.5

2.2.6

2.2.7
2.3

3
3.1

3.2
3.3

Guideline recommendation†
General
CT-guided simulation and 3D conformal RT are standard
Single phase or two phase (where suitable – see under 2.2.6 below) techniques may be
used
Plan and treat phase 1 (and entire treatment single phase) with empty bladder: if
2-phases used, plan and treat phase 2 with full bladder
Treatment volumes
Gross tumour volume (GTV)
GTV = residual tumour (post-TURB) plus gross extra-vesical spread (previous site of
tumour if complete TURB)
Clinical target volume (CTV)
CTV deﬁnition
CTV = whole bladder (including GTV) + 0.5 cm margin on gross extra-vesical extension.
Regional lymph nodes are not intentionally included.
CTV contouring guidelines
Contour muscle wall of bladder as solid organ.
Include anatomical variants, e.g. cystoceles, diverticulae.
Use CTV above for entire treatment (one phase) unless detail of tumour location available
(see below)
Extravesical extension (EVE)
Changes suspicious for EVE on planning CT, consistent with tumour location and
pathology are included in the CTV, adding a 0.5-cm margin
Male urethra/prostate
Inclusion of prostatic urethra (usually whole prostate) recommended if carcinoma in situ,
multifocal tumour or bladder neck involvement present. If macroscopic involvement,
then the prostate is included in the CTV for entire treatment.
Female urethra
Consider inclusion of female urethra in phase 1 CTV, as for prostatic urethra criteria
(above).
For macroscopic vaginal involvement, include proximal urethra
Phase 2 (boost) CTV for 2 phase technique:
This is only suitable when the site of the (solitary) primary is clearly identiﬁed or
documented at cystoscopy.
CTV2 deﬁnition (i.e. CTV for phase 2)
CTV2 = GTV or the site of known tumour, adding a 0.5-cm margin on EVE, if present.
Planning target volume (PTV)
PTV = CTV with anisotropic margin expansion using the guideline below. Consider
adjacent structures, their relative mobility and anatomical boundaries and location of
tumour in bladder when determining precise margins:
Anteriorly, posteriorly and laterally
1.5–2.0 cm
Cranially
2.0–2.5 cm
Inferiorly
1–1.5 cm
These may be used to determine PTV1 and 2, ensuring that precise tumour position is
known for two phases
Dose/fractionation schedule and normal tissue constraints
For single phase: recommended prescription is 64 Gy in 32 daily fractions, treating 10
days a fortnight
For 2 phase technique:
phase 1–50 Gy in 25 fractions
phase 2 -14 Gy in seven fractions
Treatment delays should be avoided
Normal tissue dose constraints
Rectum
V50 < 50%, V60 < 35%
Femoral head
V50 < 30%

Reference

Level of evidence

Consensus

Consensus

Consensus

Consensus

Consensus

41

IV

42–44

IV

45–47

IV
IV

47,48

Consensus

IV
23,48,49

48,50–53

IV, Consensus

23

III-3

54,55

IV
Consensus

31,56,57

†See text for further discussion. 3D, three-dimensional; RT, radiotherapy.
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2.2 Multiple bladder tumours
Multifocal MIBC at presentation is common and is not an
absolute contraindication to organ-conserving therapy
although multiplicity of tumours may lessen the likelihood of successful bladder preservation. In three published retrospective analyses of radical RT alone, tumour
multiplicity was associated with higher bladder failure
rates than for solitary lesions.11,12,58
2.3 Hydronephrosis
In surgical34,59 and RT series,11,12,58 malignant hydronephrosis is an independent adverse prognostic factor in
MIBC. However, it is also a marker for poor local
response,11,18 making it less likely that these patients will
avoid a cystectomy following RT or CRT. In one prospective analysis of radical RT (including some patients who
received chemotherapy), the authors found that hydronephrosis at diagnosis signiﬁcantly predicted for a lower
CR rate compared with patients with no hydronephrosis,
37% and 68%, respectively.35 Based on this, the current
Radiation Therapy Oncology Group (RTOG) and Massachusetts General Hospital protocols exclude patients with
malignant hydronephrosis from undergoing bladder conservation.35 Therefore, patients presenting with hydronephrosis should be considered for a primary radical
cystectomy, if they are suitable for cystectomy, as they
are less likely to obtain a complete local response to RT
or CRT.

of poorer outcomes, there is no robust evidence for or
against the use of RT or CRT when CIS is present in
the bladder. It cannot, then, be considered an absolute
contraindication to curative RT for MIBC per se.

3. Treatment factors
3.1 Maximal (safe) TURBT
Maximal or ‘complete’ TURBT is regularly advocated and
is a prerequisite in many trial protocols. This conclusion
is based on limited, retrospective data that associated a
‘complete’ TURBT with improved CR, local control and
freedom from distant metastases.24,39 However, three
more modern studies addressing selective bladder conservation17,19,22 as well as the TROG phase 2 trial23 did
not show any signiﬁcant detriment for patients having
had less than a complete or maximal TURBT. The inability to achieve a complete TURBT may be a reﬂection of
the extent of the initial tumour and surgical safety,
rather than a true treatment effect. Debulking a tumour
as much as is feasible, however, is radio-biologically
appealing, and maximal TURBT is considered optimal.
If a limited biopsy or incomplete TURBT has been done,
the patient should be considered for referral back to the
urologist for further resection of tumour. A macroscopically complete TURBT is not mandatory, however,
especially if this might signiﬁcantly delayed the commencement of RT.
3.2 Haemoglobin level

2.4 Carcinoma in situ (CIS) in association with MIBC
Traditionally, extensive CIS in association with MIBC
was considered a contraindication to bladder RT. It was
thought that widespread CIS beyond the invasive
disease was a poor prognostic factor. In large surgical
series, there is a link between CIS and higher risk of
local recurrence following TURBT for non-muscle invasive (T1) bladder urothelial carcinoma.36,37 In one
multi-institutional series of 728 patients with MIBC
treated with surgery, presence of CIS was signiﬁcantly
associated with an increase in overall recurrence on
multivariate analysis (P = 0.046).38
In contrast, only one series has reported the effect
of CIS on bladder recurrence following RT. Fung et al.
reported prognostic factors from 40 patients who
underwent neoadjuvant chemotherapy and CRT to
40 Gy.60 Those with a biopsy proven CR completed
‘high dose’ CRT, while all others underwent a cystectomy. The absence of CIS was signiﬁcantly predictive
for a CR to the initial therapy but was not signiﬁcantly
associated with response to the whole CRT regimen.
The authors reported that CIS correlated with higher
local or overall recurrence rates, but the P-values
reported were all >0.05. This study was limited by
small numbers and by the wide variety of treatments
received by patients. Therefore, despite the possibility
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Haemoglobin concentration less than 100 g/L may also
be associated with a reduced RT response, but the data
supporting this are from older retrospective studies.40,50
These reports give weak evidence for this link, and
poorer outcomes may well be related to other confounding factors. However, it seems logical that ensuring
haemoglobin concentrations are greater than 100 g/L,
preferably >120 g/L, may improve local response and
improve the bladder preservation rate as well as aiding
tolerance to treatment and reducing anaemia-related
symptoms.
3.3 Renal function
For patients undergoing CRT, renal function must be
satisfactory for chemotherapy. This decision would
usually be made following assessment by a medical
oncologist because opinions vary on what constitutes an
adequate glomerular ﬁltration rate for the regimen to be
employed.

Technique for curative RT (refer to Table 2)
1. General
CT simulation and three-dimensional (3D) conformal RT
are mandatory for the delivery of high-quality RT for
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MIBC. Intensity Modulated Radiotherapy and Volumetric
Modulated Arc Therapy are not considered a standard
technique in this situation at the time of writing these
guidelines. Particular attention would need to be paid to
margin considerations (see below) if these technologies
are used for treating MIBC.
A single- or two-phase technique is usual for treatment of the bladder. The conditions that need to be
considered in determining which approach might be used
are described in more detail in the sections dealing with
target volumes. When treating the whole bladder and
planning the phase(s) of RT that include the whole
bladder, the bladder is ideally empty. This is achieved by
asking the patient to void prior to planning, and daily,
immediately before each treatment. If a two-phase technique is used, the second phase may be planned with the
bladder full. This may help reduce the dose to the small
bowel and remove some of the bladder wall (distant from
the primary tumour) from the phase 2 volume.

2. Treatment volumes
2.1 What is the deﬁnition of the gross tumour volume (GTV)?
The GTV is deﬁned as any gross residual disease seen at
cystoscopy, or by means of imaging (such as CT or MRI
scan), post-TURBT. This includes disease seen (or palpated), which extends outside the wall of the bladder. It
is intended that this include all the primary disease.
Following a complete macroscopic TURBT, for a tumour
that does not extend outside the bladder wall, there is no
deﬁnable GTV.
2.2 Clinical target volume (CTV) considerations
2.2.1 What is the deﬁnition of the CTV? The CTV incorporates the GTV and any microscopic disease and regionsat-risk or harbouring tumour. This volume is usually
considered to be the entire bladder and any extravesicular extension. This approach was used in both
TROG studies.23 The CTV is the volume that will receive
the prescribed dose. A common practice is to treat the
whole bladder to 50 Gy and then reduce the CTV, in
order to reduce toxicity (see below).
The ‘bladder-only’ approach for RT is not universally
accepted with several large bladder conservation trial
series from North America including the pelvic lymph
nodes.61 This is one of the long-standing controversies in
RT for MIBC. Curative surgery for MIBC includes a bilateral pelvic lymphadenectomy. Approximately 25% of
patients who undergo curative cystectomy and lymph
node dissection will have pathological nodal involvement.62,63 In several surgical series, the extent of the
lymph node dissection predicts improved loco-regional
control and survival,64,65 even in those with pN0 disease.66,67 In addition, occasional patients having adjuvant chemotherapy for node-positive disease following

cystectomy have durable recurrence-free survivals,
some even considered as ‘cured’.
On the other hand, MIBC involving lymph nodes is
usually incurable, and the rationale for treating regional
lymphatics as part of a curative bladder-preservation
approach is less clear. Although several trials in bladder
conservation included the pelvic lymphatics, there is no
evidence to show it improves outcomes. Inclusion of the
pelvic nodal regions increases the amount of normal
tissue, especially small bowel, in the irradiated volume
and may lead to an increase in early toxicity as well as
late complications.6
2.2.2 Contouring the CTV. The CTV, for phase 1 at least, is
the entire bladder delineated by the outer surface of the
bladder wall, incorporating a 0.5-cm margin on any
regions deemed on clinical or radiological grounds to
constitute extra-vesicular extension (see below). The
bladder is contoured as a solid organ.
The basis for inclusion of the whole bladder is twofold.
Firstly, MIBC commonly presents and/or recurs in a
multifocal manner.68 Secondly, following a TURBT, delineating the microscopic extent of the lesion on a planning
CT is difﬁcult. In addition, the bladder can sometimes
demonstrate anatomical variations, e.g. diverticulae and
cystoceles. In these circumstances, appropriate adjustments to the CTV may be necessary to ensure the CTV
includes all the urothelium, at least for phase 1.
2.2.3 Extra-vesical disease spread. Extra-vesical disease
spread or extension (EVE) is sometimes seen on planning CT images but can be overestimated.69 Changes on
CT such as ‘stranding’ and ‘misting’ may suggest EVE,
but care is required not to confuse this with postoperative change. Larger tumours (>3.5 cm), lymph-vascular
invasion and squamoid differentiation are associated
with a greater extent of extra-vesicular extension but not
a higher frequency.69 Any changes suspicious for EVE
that are consistent with the lesion’s position and pathological features should be included in the CTV (with a
0.5-cm margin applied as described above).
2.2.4 Should the prostate be included in the CTV? Prostatic
urothelial carcinoma is seen in 20–43% of cystoprostatectomy specimens.41,42,70–72 The method of spread to the
prostate is thought to be either transmural invasion or in
situ spread in an intra-epithelial fashion.41,73 This is a
topic of increasing interest in the surgical literature, as
prostate-sparing techniques are being studied,42 but it is
difﬁcult to predict extension to the prostatic urethra prior
to RT. Several authors have attempted to identify risk
factors for urethral involvement, and the three most
consistent predictors for this are bladder CIS, multifocal
disease and tumour involvement of the trigone/bladder
neck.
Nixon et al. analysed 192 consecutive cystoprostatectomy specimens and detected urethral involvement in
30 patients.74 Thirty-one percent (25/80) of patients
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with CIS had urethral involvement, compared with only
4.5% (5/112) of those with no evidence of CIS in the
bladder. In patients with multifocal tumours, the risk was
34.7% (25/72), compared with only 4.2% (5/120) in
those with only a single tumour. Kefer et al.43 analysed
70 surgical specimens and found CIS, bladder neck
involvement and multifocal disease were all statistically
signiﬁcantly predictive of urethral involvement. Richards
et al. reviewed the clinico-pathological ﬁndings in 96
cystoprostatectomy specimens.42 In their report, multifocality was not associated with increased risk of urethral
disease though CIS and bladder neck involvement were.
Given that over 50% of urothelial cancers at the
bladder neck invade the prostate stromal tissue in surgical series,42,71 when one or more of these high-risk
factors are present (CIS, trigone position and/or multifocal lesions), consideration should be given to including
the whole prostate gland in the CTV for RT or phase 1 of
a two-phase course. If there is macroscopic involvement
of the prostate and/or urethra, then the prostate should
be included in the CTV for the entire treatment.
2.2.5 Should the female urethra be included in the CTV? MIBC
is less common in females. However, assessment of the
risk of urethral involvement is just as important. In a
recent literature review, the overall rate of urethral
involvement is 7–46% in female cystectomy series.44
The authors estimated the average risk to be 12.4%.
However, this was calculated as a weighted average of
all series reporting this feature. Many of these reports
are not recent and did not provide information regarding
tumour stage, grade or location. This likely explains the
wide range reported.
Coloby et al. analysed 47 female cystectomy specimens and found only three patients had urethral involvement;75 all three primary lesions were located at the
bladder neck. Stein et al. found bladder neck involvement in 17/67 cystectomy specimens from females.
Fifty-three per cent of these had associated urethral
involvement. None of the 50 women without bladder
neck involvement had urethral involvement. Several
other series also show this association of urethral carcinoma with bladder neck involvement.44–46
Another consideration in female patients is the potential for microscopic invasion of the anterior vaginal
wall44,46,47 more commonly seen in cystectomy specimens
in which urethral involvement is present. It is difﬁcult,
however, to determine microscopic vaginal involvement
prior to treatment, and it is not recommended that the
vagina be routinely included in the CTV (see below).
Unlike reports dealing with male patients with MIBC,
no other factors such as multiplicity or CIS have been
found to be independently associated with increased risk
of urethral involvement in women.42 This may be due, in
part, to the smaller numbers of women in these series.
In the absence of good data, it would seem prudent to
apply the same considerations to both male and female
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patients in assessing higher risk of urethral involvement.
Anterior vaginal wall invasion seen on imaging or clinical
examination should be included in the CTV. Where the
vagina is (partially) included for macroscopic disease, it
is recommended that the proximal urethra should also
be included in the CTV for phase 1.
2.2.6 When might a two-phase technique be considered? If
the site of the tumour is not absolutely clear (because of
poor documentation, no prior imaging, or complete
TURBT or the tumour is multifocal), then the whole
bladder should be treated to the total dose. Similarly, if
the ‘full’ bladder is relatively small in relation to the GTV
and/or the likely extent of residual microscopic disease,
then a single-phase treatment will likely be preferable.
If, however, the above situations do not apply, the CTV
margin may be reduced after 50 Gy in an attempt to
reduce toxicity and maximise long-term bladder function. This two-phase approach may be particularly suitable in cases where the tumour is clearly demonstrated
to be well lateralised or situated over the trigone, and
there is also good evidence of absence of CIS away from
the index lesion. Because of variable bladder ﬁlling and
the potential geographical miss, lesions on the dome
would usually be treated in a single-phase technique,
2.2.7 What is the deﬁnition for the phase 2 (boost) CTV? The
second phase is reduced to treat either a smaller margin
on the bladder (on non-tumour-bearing bladder walls
only) or to treat only a portion of the bladder at the site
that the primary tumour arose.23,48,49 This ‘boost’ phase
should only be used if the site of the lesion is clearly
identiﬁed on imaging and/or through clear documentation of cystoscopy ﬁndings that are available at the time
of planning. The phase 2 CTV, if used, includes the GTV
(see above) and/or the original site of the tumour, either
as visualised or as determined from pretreatment
imaging and/or cystoscopy reports, including a 1 cm of
adjacent normal bladder wall.
2.3 PTV (planning target volume) considerations
2.3.1 What is the deﬁnition of the PTV? A PTV incorporates
the CTV variation because of organ motion and other
set-up uncertainties to ensure that the prescribed dose is
delivered to the CTV. It allows for changes during each
fraction (intra-fraction), changes between fractions
(inter-fraction) and alterations in bladder shape, size and
position over the full treatment course as well as the
other daily set-up variations. In determining the optimal
PTV deﬁnitions and delineation in the treatment of MIBC,
and in particular the CTV to PTV margin, the following
issues require consideration:
2.3.2 Intra-fraction motion. The bladder continues to ﬁll
during the time it takes to set up and deliver RT.76 It is
important to consider this to ensure that the CTV is
covered throughout each fraction. Manger et al.
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assessed nine patients by cine-MRI before starting a
course of RT to the bladder and during week four of
treatment.77 They monitored changes over a 20-minute
time frame and found that the bladder volume increased
by a mean of 1.6 cm3/min, representing a mean volumetric increase of 30–40%. This ﬁlling effect altered the
wall position in a linear fashion: 0.06 cm/cm3 superiorly,
0.01 cm/cm3 inferiorly and 0.013 cm/cm3 anteriorly. The
authors found the linear relationship was maintained for
volumes up to 150 cm3. The period of 20 minutes would
approximate the set-up and treatment delivery time for
a standard bladder treatment fraction. They concluded
that a generalised 1.5-cm margin from CTV to PTV was
appropriate for more than 95% of treatments in this
setting.
2.3.3 Inter-fraction motion. Changes in bladder volume,
shape and position over a course of RT are complex.51
From the literature, it appears that the majority of
patients have a consistent or decreasing bladder volume
over time, but a proportion may have an increase in the
bladder volume from the start to the ﬁnish of the treatment course.48,51,52,76–79 The bladder shape varies with no
apparent pattern. Analysis of treatment imaging suggests the week-to-week variation in size and shape is in
the order of ⫾20–30% overall.48,53
Changes in bladder volume and movements of various
regions of the bladder are not isotropic. The largest
movement and variability is in the superior (cranial) and
anterior portions of the bladder.61,62,78,79 Thus, a tumour
on the dome of the bladder will have more variation in
location than a lesion on the trigone, for instance.
Several studies show that between 15% and 65% of all
fractions delivered for MIBC have one or more bladder
wall (effectively the CTV) outside the set PTV margins.48,79,80 Although these studies demonstrate large
maximal ranges, it is the overall deviation from the
planned treatment that will determine tumour control.
2.3.4 What is a suitable CTV to PTV margin? Calculations of
an appropriate CTV to PTV expansion are drawn from
limited institutional experiences of bladder motion in
patients planned and treated with an empty bladder.53
Empirically, in the past, a 1.5- to 2-cm margin has been
added to the outer bladder wall to generate a PTV to
account for this bladder motion and for day-to-day
set-up variation.
It appears that empirical margins of CTV to PTV of
1.5–2.0 cm are not unreasonable. Several authors have
retrospectively analysed this margin dimension. These
studies are all limited in their design yet the results are
similar; that is that a 1.5 to 2.0 cm margin from CTV to
PTV will encompass the CTV > 93% of the time.48,52,53,80
A more sophisticated CTV to PTV margin calculation
may be derived from one of the many published ‘margin
recipes’. The application of these formulae is more challenging in bladder cancer, as the changes to CTV are not
symmetrical. Meijer et al. published a detailed paper

addressing the required expansion from CTV to PTV,
accounting for daily variation, set-up uncertainty and
inter-observer variation.51 The authors used twodimensional scalar maps and applied the van Herk
margin method81 to derive appropriate PTV expansion
anisotropically. In this analysis, organ motion was the
major geometric uncertainty. They found that the expansion required was anisotropic: 10 mm anteriorly and
laterally, 12 mm caudally, 14 mm posteriorly and
20 mm cranially. The values from this paper may not be
generalisable to all situations but they are remarkably
similar to commonly used ‘empiric’ values.
Based on all the available evidence, we recommend
the minimum CTV to PTV margin is 1–1.5 cm in all
directions and 2.0–2.5 cm in the cranial (superior)
direction when using conventional, non-adaptive RT
delivery. The inferior expansion may be reduced to
1 cm if the prostate or urethra has been included. Consideration should also be made of what wall(s) are
involved by the cancer (i.e. its precise position in the
bladder) and the relative mobility (and therefore uncertainty) of this particular portion of the bladder. Further
reductions in PTV margin from the recommendation
given above should be used with caution outside an
investigative protocol.

3. Dose/fractionation schedule and normal tissue
constraints
3.1 Total dose
MIBC is a radiosensitive malignancy and appears to
demonstrate a dose-response relationship. Based on retrospective series, both local control and overall survival
appear to be improved with higher doses.12,40,82 The
gains from this must be balanced with the additional
toxicity of dose escalation. Based on the feasibility report
for TROG 99.06,23 the current recommended dose to the
tumour is 64 Gy in 32 fractions, delivered once daily,
treating 10 fractions a fortnight. For a two-phase treatment, 50 Gy is delivered in 25 fractions for phase 1. For
phase 2, 14 Gy in seven fractions is delivered to the
reduced volume.
3.2 Overall treatment time
Urothelial carcinoma has been shown to have a high
proliferative activity and short potential doubling time.83
The clinical evidence for MIBC is conﬂicting.6,54,55,82–85
Two retrospective studies found that prolonged treatment time because of split course techniques impacted
on local control.54,55 However, in a randomised trial,
accelerated RT failed to show any beneﬁt over conventional fractionation.86 There are no strong data to show
overall treatment time has an impact on MIBC outcomes
but neither is there good evidence to the contrary. In
general, delays should be avoided.
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3.3 Dose constraints for normal structures
RT, with or without chemotherapy, is generally well tolerated. It is important to ensure that patients who
undergo curative RT or concurrent CRT are closely
followed-up and late toxicity documented. This ensures
that late toxicity is identiﬁed and allows comparison of a
particular treatment centre’s toxicity data to published
results. It is recommended that a validated toxicity scale
such as the CTCAE v4.087 is used.
Recommended dose constraints for organs at risk are
described in Table 2. The organs at risk are the rectum
and femoral heads. Our guidelines process found that
some radiation oncologists attempt to contour the small
bowel, or at least note the portion included in the
high-dose region. During the consensus process, there
remained controversy as to how much emphasis should
be placed on small bowel doses. The constraints for
rectum and femoral head/neck are based on the published guidelines and contouring methods reported for
prostate cancer.31,56,57,88

Past and future investigation of RT
technique
Altered fractionation schedules
Hyper-fractionation
Many variations of a twice-daily fractionation schedule
have been assessed in an attempt to improve the biological response in MIBC of the bladder.35 Investigators
at the University of Paris published a phase I/II trials of
concurrent CRT given as a twice-daily hyper-fractionated
regimen, in 54 patients. At cystoscopy, 74% of the
patients had a CR and went on to complete a second
phase of combined treatment.22 Several RTOG studies19,20,89 have suggested that twice-daily RT combined
with concurrent chemotherapy is feasible, well tolerated and achieves response rates comparable with
conventional fractionation. Although a meta-analysis of
hyper-fractionated schedules for all sites concluded that
hyper-fractionated treatment conferred a signiﬁcantly
superior survival in MIBC,90 this conclusion is ﬂawed. It
included only two randomised trials assessing hyperfractionation in MIBC and both trials incorporated a
2-week break in the treatment regimen. A more recent
randomised trial compared a twice-daily accelerated RT
schedule with more conventional once-daily fractionation.86 No chemotherapy was given in the trial. This
study failed to show a beneﬁt for the accelerated arm,
but there was a signiﬁcant increase in gastrointestinal
toxicity. On this evidence, there is no clear beneﬁt to
accelerated RT in bladder conservation. Given that accelerated and hyper-fractionated protocols may increase
toxicity and are logistically more difﬁcult, this approach
is not considered standard.

26

Hypo-fractionation
No randomised trials have compared hypo-fractionation
with conventional fractionation for MIBC. However,
several large uncontrolled series show that 50–57.5 Gy
in 16–20 fractions is comparable with conventional
fractionation series when RT is given without
chemotherapy.6–8,10 There are no data regarding hypofractionation with concurrent chemotherapy. Large fraction size has been associated with increased acute and
late toxicity.49 Based on the lack of data in this setting,
altered fractionation with concurrent chemotherapy
should only be considered as part of a prospective trial.

Partial bladder irradiation
Partial bladder irradiation reduces the volume and potentially toxicity of treatment in the curative setting. Cowen
et al. addressed the concept of partial bladder irradiation
in a three-arm randomised trial that also assessed
different hypo-fractionation schedules.91 One hundred
forty-nine patients were randomised to whole bladder or
one of two partial bladder RT arms. The overall survival
and local control at 5 years were 58% and 50%, respectively and not statistically different between the groups.
In the patients who received partial bladder irradiation,
only 7% had an out-of-ﬁeld bladder recurrence, of which
only one was muscle invasive. Although this trial appears
to support the concept of partial bladder irradiation, this
approach does not reﬂect Australian and New Zealand
practice. Treating a partial bladder volume would require
strict bladder instruction, excellent surgical documentation, high patient compliance and, ideally, daily image
guidance. A partial bladder technique for the full treatment course is only recommended in the context of a
clinical trial.

Adaptive radiotherapy (ART)
ART is a relatively new approach in bladder RT. One
method is to use imaging information from the initial
treatment fractions to reoptimise the treatment plan.83
This can reduce the PTV volume and potentially reduce
normal tissue toxicity. One adaptive strategy is to use
daily selection of a PTV based on pretreatment volumetric imaging. This has been shown to be feasible in a pilot
study,83 and the Trans-Tasman Radiation Oncology
Group has an open multicentre phase 2 trial to further
assess the generalisability of this approach. In the TROG
trial, patients being treated with curative intent for T2-T3
N0 M0 MIBC are eligible. The most conformal of three
bladder plans (small, medium or large) is chosen before
each fraction, by appropriately trained radiation therapists.
ART may reduce dose to surrounding normal structures, potentially reducing toxicity and possibly allowing
dose escalation. Hopefully this will lead, in turn, to
improved bladder preservation rates in this disease.
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Conclusion
Modern CRT with the aim of bladder preservation and
cancer cure is an established treatment option for
localised MIBC of the bladder. This document is intended
to provide guidelines for selection and treatment based
on the available evidence. Each patient must, however,
be considered on an individual basis.
The urinary bladder presents unique challenges
because of large uncertainties and variability in position,
and there are potentially signiﬁcant further gains to be
made with strategies aimed at improving technique.
Image-guided RT and ART are approaches that are being
assessed in ongoing trials; clinicians treating MIBC
should participate, wherever possible, in such investigations.
The FROGG consensus process has led to publication
of guidelines for deﬁnitive RT for prostate cancer and for
post-prostatectomy RT. These have in turn been adopted
broadly in Australia and New Zealand and have been
incorporated into protocols of new trials. It is intended
that these MIBC curative RT guidelines will be used in
future trials in this area. Principally, however, they are
designed to be a practical guide for radiation oncologists
who treat this disease. Through an inclusive process of
collaboration, review of the literature, widespread consultation and discussion, we have endeavoured to blend
evidence with what likely represents feasible practice in
Australia and New Zealand. We recommend these guidelines be adopted by all radiation oncologists treating this
disease to enhance the quality of RT delivery in this
setting, to allow for better comparison of outcomes and
to act as a platform from which to answer new research
questions. Over the next few years, it is likely that new
technologies and techniques will become common practice. It is important that these guidelines be regularly
updated to remain current for radiation oncologists practicing in this area.
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